We demonstrate a novel way to generate Fano resonance with tunable wavelength, extinction ratio, and slope rate. The device is a silicon add-drop microring with two integrated tunable reflectors inside, which form an embedded FabryPerot cavity. The fabrication is executed at a commercial CMOS foundry. Fano resonance at the drop port is generated from the interference between the FabryPerot cavity mode and the ring resonance mode. By tuning the reflectivities of these two reflectors with integrated heaters, various Fano resonance shapes can be achieved with a maximum extinction ratio over 40 dB and a slope rate more than 700 dB/nm. © 2017 Author (s Fano resonance originates from the interference between a continuous background mode and a discrete resonant mode and has attracted strong research interest since it was first proposed by Fano. 1 Its extremely sharp slope and asymmetric shape facilitate high-efficiency sensors, ultra-fast and lowpower consumption switches and modulators, ultra small laser cavities, and slow-light applications. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] For many of those applications, it is either necessary or highly desirable for use as photonics integrated circuits. Indeed, Fano resonances have already been demonstrated in integrated optics through various approaches. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Unfortunately each of these methods has its drawbacks; either the devices are not fully integrated or they suffer from a relatively low extinction ratio (ER) and slope rate as well as poor tunability. Our approach, on the other hand, relies on a fully integrated circuit on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate that has a very small footprint and can be manufactured at a large scale with low cost. Moreover, it provides efficient tunability with a maximum ER over 40 dB and a slope sharper than 700 dB/nm, which-to our best knowledge-are the largest values realized so far. The device consists of a ring resonator and two integrated tunable reflectors inside, as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(c). These two reflectors form an embedded Fabry-Perot cavity [illustrated in Figs. 1(b) and 1(d)] which generates a slowly varying background mode that interferes with the discrete ring resonances at the drop port of the ring resonator. The resulting Fano resonance can be easily tuned by controlling the reflectivities of the two reflectors which determine the Fabry-Perot mode.
Fan theoretically proposed a similar approach, where two partially transmitting elements at the bus waveguide were used to form a Fabry-Perot cavity outside the ring cavity. 14 Zhang et al. made an experimental implementation of the structure proposed by Fan in a silicon photonics platform, 10 where they used two sidewall gratings as the partially transmitting elements. However, the parameters of the Fabry-Perot cavity (grating period, cavity length, etc.) formed by those sidewall gratings, which determine the properties of the Fano resonance, can only be physically adjusted instead of dynamically tuned. Thus they can only achieve tuning of the Fano resonance by injecting a high power pump laser to optically modify the coupling strength between the Fabry-Perot cavity and the ring cavity. This is impractical for many applications and has a poor tuning range and efficiency. The maximum ER and slope rate reported is limited to 22.54 dB and 250.4 dB/nm, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1 , the tunable reflector itself is a small sub-circuit based on a Mach-ZehnderInterferometer (MZI) whose two outputs are connected. By controlling the phase shift of one arm of the MZI over π radians, the reflectivity can be tuned from 0% to almost 100%, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Note that the starting point of the reflector in our simulated device is not 0 as we choose the directional couplers not to operate as 50/50 splitter. This reflects the reality of the fabrication variation because the splitting ratio of directional couplers may deviate from 50/50. More details about the reflector can be found in Ref. (d) , and the complete device (c) and (e). In (c) and (e), we observe that the two peaks of a split resonance may shift at different rates. This phenomenon agrees well with the former literature. 13 Photonics. 16 As clearly shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(d), by introducing different phase shifts to the reflectors to change their reflectivities, the Fabry-Perot mode can be tuned from quite sharp (high Q) to very smooth (low Q). The smooth mode can interfere with the discrete ring resonance mode to generate the Fano resonance, as exhibited in Figs. 2(c) and 2(e). Current ring resonance mode shows a resonance splitting due to the internal reflections inside the ring cavity which couple the clockwise circulating mode and counter-clockwise circulating mode and break their degeneracy. 17 Both figures indicate that in order to get a larger ER of the Fano resonance, the Q of the FP mode needs to be low which agrees well with the fundamental theory. In these two simulations, we only tune one of those reflectors with another one fixed at specific reflection for simple demonstration, while in reality both reflectors can be controlled independently.
Note that the two peaks of the split resonance shift at slightly different rates. This phenomenon agrees well with our former observations. 13 This can be explained by two effects that are happening simultaneously. Injecting power into the phase shifter of the reflector will add an increment to the total optical length of the ring, leading to a red shift of the whole spectrum. At the same time, it will increase the reflectivity of the reflector, thus increasing the split distance of the two peaks, which means one peak will be pushed towards the longer wavelength, while the other will be pushed towards the shorter wavelength. These two effects will add up at one peak but cancel out at another peak.
The two reflectors contain balanced MZIs to provide relatively flat spectra. 15 The armlength is chosen to be 200 µm to guarantee enough phase shift. So the complete ring resonator has a very long roundtrip which leads to a small free spectral range (FSR). However, the armlengths of the reflectors can be further optimized down to 100 µm or even shorter with more efficient heaters.
We also investigate how the power coupling coefficient of the ring resonator will influence the Fano resonance as shown in Fig. 3 . The ER can be increased by decreasing the power coupling coefficient (thus increasing the Q factor of the ring resonator), but this comes at the price of higher insertion loss.
The microscopic figures of our devices are given in Fig. 4 . The device is fabricated on IMEC's passive silicon photonics platform through the Europractice MPW service. 18 The substrate is a 220 nm thick SOI wafer. We design the waveguide cross section to be 450 nm × 220 nm to ensure single mode operation. Grating couplers are employed to achieve vertical coupling between the fibers and our chip. The structures are covered by a planarized silicon dioxide protection layer, on top of which our metal heaters are processed in-house. The heaters are based on titanium resistive elements with a 2 µm width and 100 nm thickness connected with gold contact electrodes.
In Fig. 5 we plot the measurement data of our device. Similar to the simulations, we fix one reflector and sweep the power injected to the other reflector. These measurements show the same resonance shapes and shift patterns as the simulation results in Figs. 2(c) and 2(e). Due to the disperse behavior of the directional couplers, which means that the coupling coefficients vary with wavelength, the measured resonances show different extinction ratios. The maximum ER can be over 40 dB within a 100 pm wavelength range, which gives a sharp slope with a rate over 400 dB/nm, while the maximum slope rate observed at some resonances can be over 700 dB/nm with an extinction ratio larger than . Both exhibit the resonance shapes and shift patterns predicted by the simulations. The maximum ER can be larger than 40 dB with a corresponding slope rate over 400 dB/nm. While at other resonance, we observe an even sharper slope rate, which is over 700 dB/nm. 36 dB. As for the tuning efficiency, less than 3 mW can tune the ER to reach its maximum. The tuning of the ER is always accompanied by the shift of the wavelength, but this problem can be easily solved with an extra heater to control the ring resonance.
To summarize, we demonstrated, both in simulation and experiment, a fully integrated tunable ring resonator circuit that can generate a Fano resonance with a very high extinction ratio and slope rate. This performance will further improve Fano resonance based optical sensors, optical switches, and modulators.
